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Goal

How to design experiments?Key questions 1.

How to analyse data?2.

Focus

To be clarified

Foster replicability

Networking Field

Performance evaluations Exp. type
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Stay muted during 
the rest of the presentation

Please

This is an interactive session
Questions are welcome!
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 Write any question in the chat;

 There will be several time slots for questions

Direct question by voice 
are welcome during the Q&A

Don’t be shy
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Understanding variability

The three timescales

Know your data

Use the right statistics

Why replicability matters
Case by example
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A team designed Banana, a new (and amazing!)
ultra-low-power wireless communication protocol.

They set up an experiment to validate their claims.
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Energy consumption
(normalized)

0

1

2 median

5-th percentile

95-th percentile

 They deploy Banana on a real-world testbed;

 They run one benchmark problem
for data collection from the IoTBench;

 They compare Banana’s performance 
against the state-of-the-art Kiwi protocol,
which is re-run as part of the experiment.

 Each protocol is tested 10 times.
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Claim achieves a 2x improvement
over      .”

Energy consumption
(normalized)

0

1

2 median
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95-th percentile

“

You are 
reviewing 
the paper

Are ten runs enough
to support this claim?
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Are ten runs enough?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
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“

You are 
reviewing 
the paper

Are ten runs enough
to support this claim?

How many runs do 
you think are required?
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How many do you think are required?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
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Claim achieves a 2x improvement
over      .”

Energy consumption
(normalized)

0

1

2 median

5-th percentile

95-th percentile

“

You are 
reviewing 
the paper

Cannot say. Which “performance”
are we talking about?

Are ten runs enough
to support this claim?

How many runs do 
you think are required?
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ClaimEnergy consumption
(normalized)

0

1

2 median

5-th percentile

95-th percentile

If you would repeat the experiment,
do you think you would obtain the same result?

Hard to say. What does “same result” mean, really?

You are 
reviewing 
the paper

Are ten runs enough
to support this claim?

Cannot say. Which “performance”
are we talking about?

How many runs do 
you think are required?

achieves a 2x improvement
over      , in the median case.”

“



Would you obtain 
the same results?

How many runs 
are required?

These are 
hard questions!
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This tutorial presents a rational methodology
to address these questions (and others)



What is replicability?

The Turing Way project illustration by Scriberia. 
Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807 17

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807
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What is replicability?
Why does it matter?

www.zbw-mediatalk.eu

In picture

No result is “science” if it cannot 
be independently replicated by others.

Because
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Poor/no documentation
Artifacts not available
Unstable environment

Analytical bias
Falsification

etc.

Is There a Reproducibility Crisis? 
Monya Baker. Nature News (2016)

90% of surveyed scientists stated that there is a 
reproducibility crisis in their research field.

“Is there a reproducibility crisis?”

52% Yes, a significant crisis.

38% Yes, a slight crisis.

7% I don’t know.

3% No, there is no crisis.
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“Is there a reproducibility crisis?”
Does it really affect CS? Networking?

Uta et al., NSDI 2020
21



“Is there a reproducibility crisis?”
Does it really affect CS? Networking?

Uta et al., NSDI 2020
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The literature addresses replicability issues

Two examples

Mainly guidelines
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The literature addresses replicability issues but
it lacks concrete answers to practical questions

For example  How many times should
one repeat an experiment?

 Which statistical methods should
one use to synthesize results?

We lack a concrete methodology for
the design and analysis of experiments.

That’s TriScale.

In other words
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Understanding variability

The three timescales

Know your data

Use the right statistics

Why replicability matters
Case by example



Let us have a closer look 
at performance evaluations
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Measure
Input

System
under test

{ ത𝑋𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁

Output

{ ത𝑌𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁
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Measure
Input

Synthesize
Output

System
under test

{ ത𝑋𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁 { ത𝑌𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁 Performance
results

28
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Measure
Input
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Output
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results

Non-determinism
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Measure Synthesize
Input Output

System
under test

{ ത𝑋𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁 { ത𝑌𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁

Non-determinism
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Measure Synthesize
Input Output

Environment

System
under test

{ ത𝑋𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁 { ത𝑌𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁

Non-determinism

Non-determinism

Performance
results

Measurement error
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Measurement error

Measure Synthesize
Input Output

Environment

System
under test

{ ത𝑋𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁 { ത𝑌𝑖}𝑖∈1..𝑁

Non-determinism

Non-determinism

What confidence?

Are they replicable?

Performance
results
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Let us set aside the causes and 
consider how variability looks like



Var.
score

time

Run

metric

runs

Series

𝑌

time

sometime later

Series

sometime later

Series

KPI

series

metric
e.g. 
mean

KPI
e.g. 
median

Performance varies along 
three different time scales

Key Performance Indicator
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How long should a run be?
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How many runs in a series?
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What time span for a series?



Var.
score

time

Run

metric

runs

Series

𝑌
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sometime later

Series
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Series
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series

metric
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How many series?



How long should a run be?

How many runs in a series?

What time span for a series?

How many series?

39

The four questions 
of experiment design



The four questions 
of experiment design

How long should a run be?

How many runs in a series?

What time span for a series?

How many series?

Objective

Quantify the trade-off between

 experiment effort

 confidence in the results

Find rational answers 
to these questions

Making 
statistical 
sense
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Understanding variability

The three timescales

Know your data

Use the right statistics

Why replicability matters
Case by example



Let us review a
few statistics basics

42

Statistic

def. numerical value computed 
from a set of values



Let us review a
few statistics basics

Descriptive 
statistics

≠

What the 
collected data 

is like

Predictive
statistics

What the collected data 
allows to infer about 

future/other/unknown data
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Let us review a
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collected data 
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What the collected data 
allows to infer about 

future/other/unknown data
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estimate

sample

underlying
distribution

mean

Prediction

mean

Description

empirical

distribution

unknown
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Descriptive 
statistics

≠

Sample mean is 𝑋

Much stronger statement

Replicability!

More formally?

Predictive
statistics

If one draws a new sample, 
the sample mean is 

“likely” to be “close to” 𝑋

46



meanmeanTendency

standard deviationVariability

std. dev.

Do these statistics say anything 
about the expected performance?

Prediction?

No.
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If thinking so, one makes two mistakes The mean of the sample is not 
the mean of the underlying distribution.

#1

No.
Do these statistics say anything 
about the expected performance?
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Do these statistics say anything 
about the expected performance?

The mean of the sample is not 
the mean of the underlying distribution.

If thinking so, one makes two mistakes #1

The underlying distribution 
is not normal (almost always).

#2

No.
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0

12
Percentage of packets [%]

End-to-end latency

Not normal
Ubiquitous

Normal
Very rare

Cannot be assumed unless you know for sure
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Do these statistics say anything 
about the expetect performance?

The mean of the sample is not 
the mean of the underlying distribution.

If thinking so, one makes two mistakes #1

The underlying distribution 
is not normal (almost always).

#2

Use confidence intervals

Use non-parametric statistics

No.
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Numerical interval in which lies
the (unknown) true value of 
some parameter with a certain probability, 
called the confidence level

Confidence
interval (CI)

[𝑎, 𝑏] is a 95% CI for the median of 𝑥

𝑥

𝑎 𝑏

The probability that the true median of 𝑥
is within [𝑎, 𝑏] is larger or equal to 95%.

which means that

Example
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(Predictive) statistics making no assumptions
on the nature of the underlying distribution 

Non-parametric
statistical methods

Non-parametric

Kruskal-Wallis 

Mann-Whitney

Spearman rank 
correlation

Examples

Parametric

ANOVA

t-test

Correlation 
coefficient

Assume normality

More powerful More generalDifferences

53



(Predictive) statistics making no assumptions
on the nature of the underlying distribution 
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Statistics take-away for 
replicability in networking

Replicability requires
predictive statistics

1.

Predictions require
confidence intervals

2.

55

Non-parametric statistics
should be used;
do not assume normality!

3.



Any questions?

Up next Getting started on 
TriScale per se



SequelsSeriesRuns

is a framework helping to
design and analyze networking experiments

Divides the experiment design 
and data analysis into three time scales

Var.
score

KPI

series

𝑌

time

metric
e.g. 
mean

metric

runs

KPI
e.g. 
median
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SequelsSeriesRuns

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 
How many series?

Cum. power drawCum. power drawPower draw KPI 𝑦1 . . 𝑦11

var. 
score 𝑧 Joules 

runtime one minute
span one day
#runs 5
#series 11

Data collection

metric sum over all nodes 
KPI median (conf: 95%)
var. score 25-75th (conf: 95%)

Energy consumption
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Cum. power drawCum. power draw

SequelsSeriesRuns

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

How many series?

Data collection

Power draw

metric sum over all nodes 
KPI median (conf: 95%)
var. score 25-75th (conf: 95%)

Energy consumption

runtime one minute
span one day
#runs 5
#series 11

KPI 𝑦1 . . 𝑦11

var. 
score 𝑧 Joules 
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The Thompson’s method provides 
non-parametric CI for distribution percentiles

 Compute upper and lower bounds 
on the true percentile values
for a certain confidence level

 The KPIs are defined as 
one such bounds

Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) are percentiles of 
the distribution of metric values

metric

runs

KPI

95%-CI for the median 

60

mean energ. consump.



Adapted from Hanspeter Schmid and Alex Huber
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Hypothesis Samples are i.i.d.
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Hypothesis Samples are i.i.d.
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Hypothesis Samples are i.i.d.



The Thompson’s method provides 
non-parametric CI for distribution percentiles

Probability of any 𝑃𝑝 to be

between two consecutive samples

Binomial distribution

Allows to derive lower and 
upper bounds for any percentile
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The Thompson’s method provides 
non-parametric CI for distribution percentiles

For any confidence 𝑐

For any percentile 𝑃𝑝
𝑁 ≥

log(1 − 𝑐)

log(1 − 𝑝)
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𝑁 ≥
log(1 − 𝑐)

log(1 − 𝑝)

Minimal number 
of runs in a series

𝑝 = 0,5
Median 6

𝑝 = 0,00001
0.001-th

299572

𝑐 = 0,95
95% CI

𝑝 = 0,01
1-th 299

11
𝑝 = 0,25
25-th

We might want to rethink
the idea of “five-nines” claims...

For any confidence 𝑐

For any percentile 𝑃𝑝
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Minimum 6 samples

95%CI on the median

CI starts excluding
most extreme values

CI gets narrower 
with more samples
in general

69
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in Networking Research

Enjoy your break!

15:05Resuming at
Strasbourg time
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Cum. power drawCum. power draw

SequelsSeriesRuns

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

How many series?

Data collection

Power draw

metric sum over all nodes 
KPI median (conf: 95%)
var. score 25-75th (conf: 95%)

Energy consumption

runtime one minute
span one day
#runs 5
#series 11

KPI 𝑦1 . . 𝑦11

var. 
score 𝑧 Joules 
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Compute
KPIs



Independence assumption

The elephant in the room

Assessing replicability
How to be fair and general?

Dealing with seasonality

Patterns in networks



Dealing with seasonality

Patterns in networks

Independence assumption

The elephant in the room

Assessing replicability
How to be fair and general?



What are 
“same” results?

How to assess 
replicability?

The Turing Way project illustration by Scriberia. 
Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807 76

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3332807


Set how?

 “Similarity” tests all boil down
to testing whether differences
below some threshold

What are 
“same” results?

How to assess 
replicability?

Problems  Statistical tests are good at 
checking that things are different

Our approach Do not assess replicability
as a binary criterion

Quantify variability
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Cum. power drawCum. power draw

SequelsSeriesRuns

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

How many series?

Data collection

Power draw

metric sum over all nodes 
KPI median (conf: 95%)
var. score 25-75th (conf: 95%)

Energy consumption

runtime one minute
span one day
#runs 5
#series 11

KPI 𝑦1 . . 𝑦11

var. 
score 𝑧 Joules 
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95% CI for the median

The Thompson’s method provides 
non-parametric CI for distribution percentiles

 Compute upper and lower bounds 
on the true percentile values
for a certain confidence level

 Variability scores are defined as 
ranges between these bounds

Variability scores are
percentile ranges
of KPI values

Var.
score

KPI

series

Two-sided 75%-CI 
for the median 
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The Thompson’s method provides 
non-parametric CI for distribution percentiles

 Compute upper and lower bounds 
on the true percentile values
for a certain confidence level

 Variability scores are defined as 
ranges between these bounds

Variability scores are
percentile ranges
of KPI values

Var.
score

KPI

series

Two-sided 75%-CI 
for the median 

If a binary cut is desired,
base it on the score
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Cum. power drawCum. power draw

SequelsSeriesRuns

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

How many series?

Data collection

Power draw

metric sum over all nodes 
KPI median (conf: 95%)
var. score 25-75th (conf: 95%)

Energy consumption

runtime one minute
span one day
#runs 5
#series 11

KPI 𝑦1 . . 𝑦11

var. 
score 𝑧 Joules 
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How many series?



SequelsSeriesRuns

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

How many series?
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How many series?

Let’s talk about 

independence



Independence assumption

The elephant in the room

Assessing replicability
How to be fair and general?

Dealing with seasonality

Patterns in networks
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I.I.D. is the acronym for
Independent and Identically Distributed
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I.I.D. is the acronym for
Independent and Identically Distributed
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Memoriless Future samples 
are not correlated 
to past samples

i.e.



I.I.D. is the acronym for
Independent and Identically Distributed
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All samples are drawn from 
the same underlying distribution



I.I.D. is the acronym for
Independent and Identically Distributed
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Identically distributed sample

Underlying distribution



I.I.D. is the acronym for
Independent and Identically Distributed
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Identically distributed sample

Underlying distribution
change

biased



I.I.D. is the acronym for
Independent and Identically Distributed

90

Correlation 
i.e., non-independence
can be seen in an
autocorrelation plot

100 random numbers 
with a "hidden" sine function

commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Acf.svg

The autocorrelation plot reveals 
the hidden structure in the data
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In general We often say “independence”
when we mean “i.i.d.-ness”

What if there is
no independence?

 Samples are biased

 Data do not contain 
as much information
as it appears to.

 “Fake” effects 



?

Independence is a property of 
the experiment design (not of the data!)
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Data is i.i.d.”We often say 
or write

Not mathematically correct statement“

We mean that the samples were 
collected from an i.i.d. experiment



An experiment is i.i.d. if all its factors
are selected in an i.i.d. way
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e.g., 
Time of the day

Any parameters that affect 
the outcome of an experiment

Factor?

 using the same random procedure

 in a memoriless fashion

Factor values must be selected

Identically Distributed

Independent



An experiment is i.i.d. if all its factors
are selected in an i.i.d. way, but this is often impossible

94

Uncontrollable factors External interference may be unavoidable

Experiments cannot overlap in timeImperfect randomization

Hidden factors What about temperature?



Independence is often impossible to guarantee, 
but we can test if it appears to hold

95

Empirical i.i.d. test  No trend

 No correlation structure
Implemented in TriScale

Two caveats

 Imprecise Especially with few samples

 No future
guarantees

Can only detect correlation
that was captured in the sample

Things may change...



Independence assumption

The elephant in the room

Dealing with seasonality

Patterns in networks

Assessing replicability
How to be fair and general?



Periodic patterns in the 
experimental conditions

One common danger to beware of 
is seasonal components

97

Average link quality on the Flocklab testbed
July 2019



One common danger to beware of 
is seasonal components
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In TriScale

The time span of a series 
of runs should be a multiple of 
the largest seasonal component

Average link quality on the Flocklab testbed
July 2019



One common danger to beware of 
is seasonal components

99

PRR Daytime

Intuition

PRR Nighttime
+

PRR Dayly average
=

Randomly sample this joint distribution
(not truly “identically distributed” experiment)

In TriScale

The time span of a series 
of runs should be a multiple of 
the largest seasonal component



Identifying seasonnal components 
is a fairly difficult task

100

Requires Long-term monitoring 
of the environment

1.

Hidden factors!

Definition of a metric for “link quality” 
which is relevant for the system under test

2.

Hard work

We can see that in practice...but important!



Any questions?

Up next Hands-on session

Data analysis

Seasonality
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Dealing with seasonality

Patterns in networks
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SequelsSeriesRuns

Is runtime 
long enough?

How many runs? 

When to run? 

Compute
metrics

Compute
KPIs

Compute 
variability score

Analysis

Design

How many series?

109

How many series?

Some other
boxes...

For future work  Comparison of confidence intervals

 Convergence of runsIn



Interested?
Find our more!
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tiny.cc/triscale

triscale.ethz.ch

https://tiny.cc/triscale
https://tiny.cc/triscale
https://tiny.cc/triscale
https://tiny.cc/triscale
https://tiny.cc/triscale
https://tiny.cc/triscale
http://triscale.ethz.ch/
http://triscale.ethz.ch/


Getting the TriScale work published 
has been... complicated.

111

Rejected at NSDI’20

SIGCOMM’20

SIGMETRICS’21

CCR’21

while receiving comments like

 Every PhD student should read this paper.

 Our community clearly has a problem
with reproducibility and this paper 
presents very promissing solutions.

 Solid work with great tooling.

... wait what? 



Getting the TriScale work published 
has been... complicated.
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Rejected at NSDI’20

SIGCOMM’20

SIGMETRICS’21

CCR’21

while receiving comments like

 Every PhD student should read this paper.

 Our community clearly has a problem
with reproducibility and this paper 
presents very promissing solutions.

 Solid work with great tooling.

Accepted at JSys‘21
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Journal of Systems Research

No page limits

No paper caps

Different paper types
 Solution 
 Problem 
 SoK
 Tool

Usual ones
Position/white papers 
Survey++
Typically hard to publish

Student board

Transparent reviewing
 Review summary
 Reviewers named
 Public reviews (anonym)

Artifact Evaluation
Independent but compulsory

Diamond Open Access
Free to read. Free to publish.
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13 different areas

 Networking
 Configuration Management for Systems
 Computer Architecture
 Real-time and Cyber-physical Systems
 Streaming Systems
 Systems for ML and ML for systems
 Distributed Consensus
 Data Science and Reproducibility
 Serverless Systems
 System Security
 Active Storage
 Wireless Embedded Systems
 Decentralized Systems

Journal of Systems Research
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jsys.org

13 different areas

 Networking
 Configuration Management for Systems
 Computer Architecture
 Real-time and Cyber-physical Systems
 Streaming Systems
 Systems for ML and ML for systems
 Distributed Consensus
 Data Science and Reproducibility
 Serverless Systems
 System Security
 Active Storage
 Wireless Embedded Systems
 Decentralized Systems

Francis Yan
Sangeetha Abdu Jyothi

Area Chairs

Journal of Systems Research

Amreesh Phokeer
Ang Chen
Arpit Gupta
Colin Perkins
Daehyeok Kim
Srinivas Narayana

Area Board

http://jsys.org/
http://jsys.org/


Experimental Reproducibility 
in Networking Research

Please fill out
our short survey!
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